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The astrological elements can be an easy introduction to understanding
astrology. When you understand the elements, you can not only
understand yourself better, but everyone in your life.
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THE SUN
The Sun rules who you truly are, the inner you, the you that comes out
around the people who know you best and in situations you feel
comfortable. The placement of your Sun shows how you are you!
With your Sun in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you may be full of
fire, energy, spunk, and liveliness. You always want something to do,
always want to have fun and enjoy life, and try to see the positives in
everything. Fire signs are enthusiastic, and want to keep busy with
plenty to do. Sitting around and waiting for things to happen usually isn’t
a fire sign thing! Why wait when you can make things happen yourself?
With an Aries Sun, you can be the leader, take the initiative, and be the
most assertive and pioneering of all. You can have solid confidence in
your ability to get moving and make life happen. With a Leo Sun, you
can be the star, the one who shines in the spotlight, and have super
creative energy. You likely need attention, at least from loved ones, in
order to feel confident and like yourself. With a Sagittarius Sun, you can
have loads of energy for adventure, excitement, and can be bold and
daring. You want to get out into the world and understand the way
everything works and the way everyone lives. You can be an eternal
student of life.
With your Sun in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), you can be
stable, grounded, practical, and reliable. You take your time, you work
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hard, and you don’t see the point in being wild. You’re the one everyone
can count on. Earth signs usually don’t want to rock the boat too much,
preferring to take a slow and steady approach to whatever you want.
You can build a solid life for yourself that way, and can plant seeds that
grow into impressive trees. With a Taurus Sun, you can take the longest
to get going, but once you do, you stick to whatever you start, seeing it
through to the very end. You can be more in the moment, wanting to be
present as much as you can to enjoy yourself. With a Virgo Sun, you can
be very practical and detail-oriented, able to work on smaller tasks and
chores and the mundane with greater ease than most. You can be super
productive and efficient when you don’t work yourself to stress! With a
Capricorn Sun, you can put your energy toward your goals, feeling
ambitious and always wanting to feel that you’re going somewhere
(even if you’re not ultimately sure where). You can take the long view of
life, and try to be responsible and mature.
With your Sun in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), these are the signs
known for their mental capabilities and social quality. You can interpret
the world through your mind, and have an airy feeling to you. You may
enjoy being around other people because of the mental stimulation you
get from social interaction. Air signs can be free-flowing mentally,
constantly busy as a result, and full of new ideas. With a Gemini Sun,
you can be super active and engaging, always working on a new idea or
plan, and open to the ideas of others. You can have a sharp mind and
quick wit, and gather information with speed and ease. With a Libra Sun,
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you can you can be more engaging one-on-one, and may do your best
in close encounters. You can be super charming, play mediator, and
enjoy the company of others, open to commitment and compromise.
With an Aquarius Sun, you can be open to all, embracing individuality,
originality, and the unconventional. You can focus more on the future,
be a hopeful person, and can be mindful of the larger impact you can
have on the world.
With your Sun in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), you may be
governed by your emotions. Water signs feel deeply, and process life
through feelings. You may want to connect with others and the world
through your emotions, and have great understanding of the world
through your intuition, with your strong emotions allowing you to get in
touch with the subtle energies of the Universe. With a Cancer Sun, you
can be emotionally nurturing, supportive, and encouraging, and want to
be around others who can nurture and support you. A solid home base
can be crucial for you. With a Scorpio Sun, you can be emotionally
intense, feeling everything so deeply and profoundly, which can give
you a more serious demeanor. You can dig below the surface of
anything, and not settle for the superficial. With a Pisces Sun, you can
be super compassionate and empathic, in tune with your soul and the
souls of others. You can be sweet, gentle, and flow like water.
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THE MOON
The Moon rules your emotional self, what you need for emotional
stability and security, and how you express your emotions. The
placement of your Moon shows how you emote and the emotional
needs you have.
With your Moon in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you need to be
active in order to feel emotionally secure and stable. Fire signs are full
of energy, and always want to be making use of their energy. By being
physically active, you can care for your emotional self. The fire signs
tend to be more optimistic in general, so it's easier for you to look at the
bright side and put yourself in a good mood. You want to be in a good
mood. But when you get upset, it usually jumps right to anger, and you
can say things in the heat of the moment that you don't really mean.
You tend to forget about it quickly, but the person you hurt won't. With
an Aries Moon, you want to be independent, on your own, doing what
you want, when you want, and putting yourself first. Taking a backseat
doesn't feel very good to you. With a Leo Moon, you want to use your
creative energy, be in the spotlight and get praised, and share the
warmth in your heart with others. You have a big, big heart. With a
Sagittarius Moon, you want to have the freedom to roam, to have new
experiences, meet new people, and go to new places, and not feel tied
down and held back.
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With your Moon in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), you need to
be grounded in order to feel emotionally secure and stable. The earth
signs have the most grounded energy, and you want to stay tethered to
the ground. You don't want to get too high or too low. This is especially
true with a Taurus Moon, and you tend to stay pretty even and calm.
The only problem is, when you do get emotional, you can get stuck in
that emotion for a while. Some flexibility is required for the earth signs,
especially Taurus and Capricorn. Virgo Moon is more flexible, but you're
also more easily impacted by stress. Becoming more grounded is more
important for your Moon sign. You also want to stay busy and have
plenty to do to keep your mind occupied so you don't overthink and
stress yourself. Capricorn Moon wants to have a goal to focus on at all
times so it can channel its emotional energy into something productive,
but has to work on expressing its emotions at times and not avoiding
them. You can be a little distant emotionally, so open up. Virgo and
Capricorn benefit from having work that they love, and Taurus benefits
from having financial stability.
With your Moon in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), you need to have
a good connection to your mind in order to feel emotionally secure and
stable. With the air signs being the signs of the mind, connecting your
mind and your emotions is very important. You need to be able to
express your thoughts and feelings properly, and not let one get
dominated by the other. You tend to analyze and intellectualize your
emotions instead of just letting them flow at times, and can let your
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emotions cloud your judgment at other times. With a Gemini Moon, this
is even more important with Gemini being the sign of the mind. You
need to be able to express yourself, and you can be quite chatty. With a
Libra Moon, you need to feel a connection to the people around you,
and feel as though they're there for you when you need them. Striking a
balance and having some peace is also important. With an Aquarius
Moon, you need to be free to be who you are, however quirky that may
be, though you can be the most emotionally-distant of all the Moon
signs, so you have to work on allowing yourself to show your feelings
when appropriate.
With your Moon in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), your emotions
are stronger because the water signs rule emotions, and you have to
put in a little more effort to have emotional security and stability
because of the extra emotional energy that you have. It's easy for you to
get in touch with your emotions, but they can take over at times, so you
have to work on making sure you have outlets for your emotional
energy. Creativity can be good for the water signs, and having plenty of
emotional support from the people around you, especially Cancer. A
Cancer Moon needs to have as much emotional support as they can
get, and a strong home and family is important. A Scorpio Moon can
sway between extremes emotionally, so you have to work on being
more centered. A Pisces Moon needs to feel safe enough to be able to
express your feelings, so you often keep them to yourself, not wanting
to burden anyone or fall victim to anyone who would use the
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knowledge against you. Trust in your relationships is key. All of the
water signs can benefit from a focus on spirituality, and a strong
connection to the soul.
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MERCURY
Mercury rules your mind, communication style, and how you learn. The
placement of your Mercury can show how your mind operates, how you
express your ideas and opinions, and what can grab your focus.
With your Mercury in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you have a mind
that operates at a fast pace. You go from one idea to the next quickly,
and don't like to get stuck on anything for too long. You can be mentally
impatient at times, and have to learn to stick with something you don't
get right away. You can be very optimistic at times, and you love coming
up with new ideas, new plans, and new projects. If your Mercury is in
Aries, you can have the fastest mind, and go from one thing to the next
quickly. You need freedom to come up with ideas on your own. Aries
can be outspoken. If your Mercury is in Leo, you're someone that comes
across quite theatrical, and you express yourself creatively. When you
speak, people love to listen to you. If your Mercury is in Sagittarius, you
want to be able to focus on whatever you want, interested in many
different things. This is the most honest position, and you can be blunt
to a fault at times, but you need the freedom to be completely honest.
With your Mercury in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), your mind
operates at a slower pace. You take your time coming up with ideas and
making plans and decisions. You don't want to feel that you have to
make a decision in the heat of the moment. You try not to let your mind
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control you, and instead, you control it. Mercury in Taurus takes its time
to talk, write, read, or do any mental activity, which might make you
appear slow, but you just want to take your time. You want to be certain
before you express yourself. Virgo is the sign Mercury naturally rules
(along with Gemini), so your mental energy can be stronger than the
other two earth signs, and you can be interested in many things, but you
try to tackle them one at a time. You require lots of activity to keep your
mind busy, but have to balance that with enough time for your mind to
rest so you don't burn out. Mercury in Capricorn doesn't want to express
itself unless you really need to, and you won't say any more than needs
to be said. You want to focus on your goals, long-term plans, and get
advice from people you respect.
With your Mercury in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), these are the
signs of the mind, so you bring more mental energy to the table.
Mercury in an air sign can think a little too much, always has something
to share, and seems to have an amazing mind when they're not
sounding like an airhead. If your Mercury is in Gemini, you’re at home
with your mental energy, and your mind can go from one idea to the
next quickly, always excited about something, and always ready to
focus on something new. You require variety, and have to work on
improving your memory, which can be dicey. If your Mercury is in Libra,
you want to share with the people around you, have great one-on-one
conversations, and get other people's opinions. You can weigh the pros
and cons better than anyone, but it makes you a little vacillating at
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times. You need some peace and balance to maintain mental
equilibrium. If your Mercury is in Aquarius, you love to learn new things,
and you can focus your mental energy for a long time, allowing you to
become an expert at things. You might be a little obsessed at times (so
can Scorpio), but you want to absorb as much knowledge as you can.
With your Mercury in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), your
emotions and your mind can get mixed together. When you're
emotional, this can impact your mental energy, giving you great focus or
taking it away completely. You can be more subjective than objective,
especially Cancer, and find it difficult to separate your emotions and
logic, but it's important to work on that to improve your judgment.
Mercury in Cancer has a long memory, especially with anything that
impacted you emotionally, and can have the most mental energy when
around supportive people and in comfortable environments. Mercury in
Scorpio has unrelenting mental energy, and once you get stuck on
something, you won't stop until you find all there is to find. You want to
get to the heart of the matter, and love puzzles and mysteries. Mercury
in Pisces can keep your thoughts and ideas to yourself until you
develop more confidence in your mental ability, and you feel that you
can trust the people you're expressing yourself with. You benefit from
creative outlets for your imaginative mind.
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VENUS
Venus is the planet of love, ruling our relationships and dealings with
others. The placement of your Venus can show what kind of people you
want in your life, what you need in a relationship, and how you are in
relationships.
With your Venus in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you can be
enthusiastic in love, wanting to enjoy your relationships and not be too
serious. You can enjoy the hunt, the chase, the pursuit, and can have a
lot of energy in your relationships. The trick is to lasso that energy so
you’re not constantly on the run. If your Venus is in Aries, you can enjoy
the pursuit of love, and have an easier time than most attracting new
people to you. People can sense the fire within you, and it draws them
to you. If your Venus is in Leo, you may want to be the star in your
relationships, but can be very generous in return with the people you
care about, as long as you feel secure and wanted. If your Venus is in
Sagittarius, you can be the eternal bachelor/ette, and crave more space
and freedom in your relationships, so you need people in your life who
can give you that space, and are always up for an adventure when you
come around.
With your Venus in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), you can be
very practical in love, down to Earth, and want your relationships to last
for a long time. You may want people in your life that you can count on,
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and want relationships to be steady. You can be far less inclined to rock
the boat in your relationships than other signs. If your Venus is in Taurus,
you may want to feel spoiled in your relationships, and can focus on
sensual connections. It may take time for you to commit, but once you
do, you’re in it for the long haul. If your Venus is in Virgo, you can pay
very close attention to the people you love, and notice all of the little
things about them. You may want someone who will give you that kind
of attention as well. You can keep your feelings to yourself until you’re
certain they’ll reciprocate. If your Venus is in Capricorn, you may want
someone who is in a position of status, who you look up to and respect,
and who is successful. You may want relationships that are more
traditional and old-school.
With your Venus in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), you can take an
intellectual approach to love, wanting a mental connection with
someone. Open communication can be super important, and you may
want people in your life you can talk to about anything. If your Venus is
in Gemini, you may want someone who stimulates your mind and has a
light heart. You may be very chatty in your relationships, and share
whatever’s on your mind with your loved ones. If your Venus in in Libra,
you may want someone you feel you have mutual respect with, and
interdependence can be super important to you. You’d prefer someone
who won’t cause a lot of disruption and help keep the peace and make
compromises. If your Venus is in Aquarius, you may be attracted to
unusual people, people who are very different from yourself or who are
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very different from what you consider “normal”. You may opt for
unconventional relationships, and a foundation of friendship can be
most important to you.
With your Venus in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), it’s all about
the emotional connection. You can crave emotional understanding with
the people you’re closest to, and demand strong emotional
connections. If your Venus is in Cancer, you may want someone who
will be there for you emotionally, and can give you the emotional
comfort and support that you need. You can be very nurturing and
supportive in return. If your Venus is in Scorpio, you may want someone
who has a lot of depth to them, an air of mystery for you to dig into, or
you find dark and brooding. You can be incredibly loyal to the people
you love, and very passionate. If your Venus is in Pisces, you may want
someone who you feel you have a soul connection with, and may
develop an intuitive connection with those you care about,
understanding their subtle energies. You can be super compassionate,
and make sacrifices for the people you love most.
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MARS
Mars is the planet of energy and drive. The placement of your Mars can
show how you assert yourself, what motivates you to take action, how
you take action when you do act, and the kind of energy you have.
When your Mars is in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you can have a
ton of energy. Mars is the planet of energy, and the fire signs are the
signs of energy. There can almost be no shortage to the energy you
have! If your Mars is in Aries, you can be pioneering, take initiative,
pursue new opportunities with zeal, and enjoy embarking on new
journeys. You just need to work on seeing things through. If your Mars is
in Leo, you can be extremely creative, theatrical and dramatic at times,
and pursue the spotlight or crave attention. You may be driven by the
idea of getting attention. If your Mars is in Sagittarius, you can be
adventurous, bold, and open to what’s possible. You can believe in your
abilities, constantly expand your life, and learn about the world as much
as you can.
When your Mars is in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), your
energy can be a little slower, but steadier. You can be less impulsive
with your energy, and more focused on what you want to get moving
with. If your Mars is in Taurus, you can take a while to get started with
anything, not wanting to be pushed into anything before you’re ready,
but once you get going, you can keep going. This is a slow burn position.
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If your Mars is in Virgo, you can have lots of energy for work, smaller
tasks and projects, and the mundane, and the more you do, the more
energy you may feel you have to do more. You can get organized, be
structured, and be productive. If your Mars is in Capricorn, you can be
driven to pursue your goals, feeling extra ambitious, and can be very
disciplined with your energy. You can focus on where you’re going in
life, though it may be later in life before you may big progress.
When your Mars is in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), you can be
super sociable, interested in a variety of subjects, and focus on mental
pursuits. Mental energy can be strong, and you can be an idea person. If
your Mars is in Gemini, you can be very talkative, have lots of ideas and
plans to work on all of the time, and can be enthusiastic about your
ideas. You can be engaging, keep yourself busy, and can pursue a
variety of interests. If your Mars is in Libra, you can be motivated by your
connections with others, to pursue compromises and keep the peace,
and can work on diplomacy. You can strive for balance, and can be
most energized when you feel balanced or when you have a partner. If
your Mars is in Aquarius, you can be driven to pursue your dreams for
your future, to be independent, and to make changes in your life. You
can embrace the unconventional, and can be original and inventive.
If your Mars is in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), your emotions
can be what motivates you, and you can have very good gut instincts.
You may not be as open with what you’re pursuing, and can go about
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your desires quietly. If your Mars is in Cancer, you can be a super
supporter of others, and an emotional cheerleader for the people you
care about. When you feel emotionally supported, you can take action
and initiative, and you can work to build a solid home base and
foundation. If your Mars is in Scorpio, you can be very passionate with
your pursuits, and can see them through fully. Your will can be very
strong, and you can embark on major transformations throughout your
life. If your Mars is in Pisces, you can focus on spiritual pursuits, and may
have more subconscious motivations. Getting in tune with your intuition
can give you a solid inner guide to navigate through life.
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JUPITER & SATURN
Jupiter is the planet of expansion while Saturn is the planet of restriction.
Jupiter is the happy planet, while Saturn is Mr. Reality. Your Jupiter
shows where you want expansion, space, freedom to roam, and can
have an optimistic view, while your Saturn shows where you’re realistic,
have lessons to learn, and need to be responsible.
If your Jupiter is in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you can enjoy
being take-charge, pursuing opportunities, and can expand your life
through your energy, enthusiasm, and creativity. If your Jupiter is in an
earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), you can expand your life by being
practical, taking the slow, steady approach, and unlock opportunities by
being responsible. You can focus more on your professional life as life. If
your Jupiter is in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), you can enjoy
being sociable and engaging, expanding your social circle and reaching
out to others, and can be optimistic in communications and outlook. If
your Jupiter is in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces, you can expand
your life using your intuition, listening to your inner guide, forging a
strong connection to your spiritual self, and unlock opportunities
utilizing your emotions.
If your Saturn is in a fire sign, you may need to learn how to best utilize
your energy, how to go for what you want, how to take action, and how
to be responsible. If your Saturn is in an earth sign, you may need to
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learn how to make use of practical energy, how to plan things out, how
to make progress, and what you want from life. If your Saturn is in an air
sign, you may need to learn how to openly communicate and express
yourself with others, how to operate in relationships and have healthy
connections, and how to use your mental energy. If your Saturn is in a
water sign, you may need to learn how to express yourself emotionally,
tend to your emotional needs, connect with others emotionally, and
connect with your spiritual self.
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URANUS, NEPTUNE & PLUTO
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are the slow-moving outer planets, so they
remain in one sign for 7-8 years (Uranus) up to two decades (Pluto). This
makes them the generational planets, and their influence by sign has
more of a broad impact on us generationally, as a whole, with our peers.
Uranus focuses on what our generational causes are, and how we
approach change, the future, and individuality; Neptune focuses on
what our generational beliefs are, and our attitudes towards spirituality
and how we’re compassionate; and Pluto focuses on what our
generation transforms for future generations.
The generational focus of the fire signs (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius) is on
self-expression, being active, and taking charge. For the earth signs
(Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), the focus is on practicality, building
something, and the physical world. For the air signs (Gemini, Libra,
Aquarius), the focus is on relationships, communication, and the mind.
For the water signs (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), the focus is on emotion,
intuition, and the soul.
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ASCENDANT
The Ascendant is the 1st house cusp, and this is the house of the self. It
shows your outer personality, who you come across as and put yourself
out to the world as. The sign of your Ascendant is also referred to as
your Rising Sign.
If your 1st house cusp falls in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you can
come across as someone with a lot of energy, a positive attitude, and
who wants to take action constantly. You can be enthusiastic and easily
excited. With Aries, you can be the most energetic, and come across as
someone who likes to jump into things, who has some spunk, and who
is always ready for something new. With Leo, you can come across as
very friendly and funny, always putting on a good show, and very
creative. With Sagittarius, you can be gregarious, always seem up for an
adventure, and super optimistic.
If your 1st house cusp falls in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn),
you can come across as someone who is very reliable, practical, and
responsible. You can be seen as earthy, grounded, or steady. With
Taurus, you can be the most earthy, and can be seen as confident,
stable, and someone who doesn’t rock the boat too much. With Virgo,
you can be the most practical, and can be seen as hard-working,
detailed, productive, and a little shy. With Capricorn, you can be the
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most responsible, and can be seen as ambitious and focused, but may
be a late bloomer.
If your 1st house cusp falls in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), you
can come across as someone who is very sociable, always engaging,
and has an active mind. You can be logical and lead with your mind.
With Gemini, you can be very inquisitive, maybe a little chatty, open with
your opinions and always come up with new ideas and new plans. With
Libra, you can be very open in one-on-one settings, compromising and
fair, and can be charming and tactful. With Aquarius, you can be a little
quirky, open to the unconventional, and can be more independent.
If your 1st house cusp falls in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), you
can come across as someone who is in tune with their emotions,
emotionally nurturing, and highly sensitive. You can be intuitive and
deep. With Cancer, you can be the most nurturing of others, and give
and receive comfort and support, and can be a super domestic. With
Scorpio, you can be the deepest, and may have an air of mystery, may
be seductive or magnetic, and a dark sense of humor. With Pisces, you
can be the most intuitive, seeming like a mystic, and can be
compassionate and artistic.
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MIDHEAVEN
The Midheaven is the 10th house cusp, and is the highest point in your
natal chart. As the Zenith, it can hold a lot of potential, showing you your
approach to your goals and ambitions in life, as well as what you aspire
to be.
If your 10th house cusp falls in a fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), you
can have loads of energy for pursuing your goals and feel super
ambitious and driven. You can carry an enthusiasm into your goals and
pursuits, and with your view of where you’re going in life. With Aries, you
can be take-charge, willing to go down roads no one else has, and you
can get super excited by your goals. You can aspire to be seen as an
ultimate leader or pioneer in whatever you do. With Leo, you can get
attention, recognition, and praise for your accomplishments, and you
can use creative energy in pursuing your goals, or focus on creative
goals. This position is very common among people in the arts and
entertainment industry. With Sagittarius, you can be bolder with your
goals, willing to take risks to achieve what you want, and you can
pursue any opportunities that come your way. You can believe in your
abilities, and use optimism to your advantage. You can aspire to be seen
as someone with a lot of knowledge to impart.
If your 10th house cusp falls in an earth sign (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn),
you can take a slower, more methodical approach to your goals and
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ambitions, willing to take your time and pay your dues. You can be very
practical with what you can accomplish and how to make what you
want happen. With Taurus, you might take some time to get moving
with the goals you have, but once you get started, you can stay with
your goals to the end, no matter what you encounter. You can aspire to
be seen as someone very grounded, centered, and reliable. With Virgo,
you can work very hard for what you want, willing to do all of the little
things, and can pay close attention to the details with your goals. You
can pursue them in a more structured, orderly way, or stick closely to
your plans. You may aspire to be seen as attentive and a hard worker.
Capricorn is the sign that naturally rules the 10th house, so you can feel
more at ease with your goals and ambitions, and focus on your
long-term direction, do what it takes to achieve and succeed, and can
demand a lot from yourself, though your biggest accomplishments may
come later in life. You may aspire to be seen as someone successful
and important.
If your 10th house cusp falls in an air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), you
can come up with plenty of ideas for what you want, make lots of plans
for your goals, and information can be an asset for helping you figure
out what to do. You may also find that engaging other people can help
you accomplish more than you would alone. With Gemini, engaging
others can help give you feedback and provide advice that you need so
you can choose between all of the ideas you have. You may be split
between two goals a lot of the time, and can pursue multiple interests
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at once. You may aspire to be seen as someone intelligent and diverse.
With Libra, a partner can be your best asset for success in life, whether
personally or professionally, someone to support you, bounce ideas off
of, and boost your confidence. You may aspire to be seen as fair and
balanced. With Aquarius, you can venture outside of your comfort zone
and pursue goals that are different from the norm, or pursue your goals
in unusual ways. You may aspire to be seen as independent, inventive,
and original.
If your 10th house cusp falls in a water sign (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces),
you can focus on the goals you feel emotionally invested in. You may be
someone who doesn’t only want to accomplish things for yourself, but
for others as well. With Cancer, it can be your family or those who
support you, and you can be very nurturing and supportive of them as
well. You can be super domestic, and may aspire to be seen as
internally strong and supportive. With Scorpio, you can share your
accomplishments with the people you feel closest to emotionally.
When you focus on your goals, you can be intense and throw yourself
fully into whatever you want. You may aspire to be seen as powerful
and passionate. With Pisces, it can take you some time to figure out
what you want and where you’re going as you give a lot of yourself to
others. You may need to work on forging a strong connection to your
subconscious and intuition to figure out your true goals in life and the
path you want to be on. You may aspire to be seen as compassionate,
artistic, or a mystic.
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DOMINANT & MISSING ELEMENTS
If you have more of one of the elements than the others, this element is
your dominant element. The more you have of an element in your chart,
the more dominant that element is in your personality and life.
Fire dominant: You may be extra enthusiastic, energetic, and creative.
You can enjoy pursuing new things, expanding your life, and pursuing
what you love. You can take a positive view of life, and approach
everything with zeal.
Earth dominant: You may be extra practical, focused on what you want,
and responsible. You work hard, take a steady approach, and can be
reliable and dependable. You can be more grounded and connect to
the physical.
Air dominant: You may be extra intellectually-focused, with an active
mind full of ideas, and an open communicator. You can be more
engaging, sociable, and enjoy keeping yourself busy and packing your
schedule.
Water dominant: You may be extra emotion-based, deeply in touch with
your emotions and sensitive to the subtle energies around you. You can
be a nurturer, supporter, and have emotional depth and understanding.
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If you don’t have any planets in one of the elements, this element is
missing among your natal planets. You may struggle to use this energy
in your life, and it may be lacking in your personality.
Lacking fire: You may struggle with taking initiative, being assertive,
focusing on the positives, or taking chances on yourself. You may have
difficulty having the energy you need for what you want in life.
Lacking earth: You may struggle with being stable, secure, reliable, or
responsible. You may not seem very practical, and may need to work on
trying to be more grounded and more connected to the physical.
Lacking air: You may struggle with using your mind, with being curious,
or with being sociable. You may have to work harder at expressing
yourself, feeling heard, or connecting with others mentally.
Lacking water: You may struggle with emotional expression, understand
yourself emotionally, or connecting with others emotionally. You may
need to work on allowing yourself to be emotional.
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EXTRA: GRAND TRINES
A Grand Trine occurs when you have 3 planets, the Ascendant, or
Midheaven in the 3 signs of the same element. Grand Trines are
generally considered to be positive, but their energy can be lazy at
times, so it can be easy to squander their positive energy. Grand Trines
can be very positive influences when you actually use the energy, so if
you have a Grand Trine, it’s important to find some motivation to actually
use it. If you let it pass you by, it’s easily squandered and a missed
opportunity in your life. This is one of those rare configurations that
brings a lifetime of easy energy instead of constantly making you learn
lessons like so many of the others. Just get off of your lazy butt and do
something about it!
Grand Trines amplify the importance of the element that they fall in, and
the energy of that element can be strong in your life:
Fire – You’ve got a lot of energy to burn with a Fire Grand Trine. You
want to do a lot, go everywhere, see everything. The flipside is that you
can be cocky, have unrealistic goals, and a passionate side that can
easily turn into a short temper.
Earth – You want to stay as you are and don’t see the point in shaking
things up with an Earth Grand Trine. You take things slow, too slow
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sometimes, and can get too stuck. You need to be more flexible and try
to balance your love of comfort with necessary changes.
Air – You’re a social butterfly and your mind doesn’t stop with an Air
Grand Trine. Your mind can be your greatest asset, but also your biggest
liability if you don’t get some control over it. You have mental energy,
but lack physical energy.
Water – You’re guided by your feelings with a Water Grand Trine. You
experience everything through the lens of your feelings, which can
make you sensitive and intuitive, but also an emotional mess at times,
and you’re hurt too easily by others.
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